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Abstract

Standard therapeutic approaches of cytotoxics and radiation in cancer are not only highly toxic, but also of limited efficacy in treatment of a significant number of cancer patients. The molecular analysis of the cancer genomes have shown a remarkable complexity and pointed to key genomic and epigenomic alterations in cancer. These discoveries are paving the way for targeted therapy approaches. However, although there are a large number of potential targets, only a few can regulate key cellular functions and intersect multiple signaling networks. The Aurora kinase family members (A, B, and C) are a collection of highly related and conserved serine-threonine kinases that fulfill these criteria, being key regulators of mitosis and multiple signaling pathways. Alterations in Aurora kinase signaling are associated with mitotic errors and have been closely linked to chromosomal aneuploidy in cancer cells. Several studies have shown amplification and/or overexpression of Aurora kinase A and B in hematologic malignancies and solid tumors. Over the past several years, Aurora kinases have become attractive targets. Several ongoing clinical trials and bench-based research are assessing the unique therapeutic potential of Aurora-based targeted therapy.

Structure of the Aurora Kinases

The ability of a cell to divide properly is a prerequisite for its normal growth and development, and this process is tightly regulated. Studies in lower organisms have shown that several serine-threonine kinases, known as mitotic kinases, include cyclin dependent kinase 1 [(CDK1) also known as p34cdc2], polo-like kinases, NIMA-related kinases, WARTS/LATS1-related kinases, and Aurora/Ip11-related kinases, and play an important role in different stages of cell division. The structure of these enzymes has been well conserved through evolution. Any aberration in the genetic pathways regulating cell growth and apoptosis leads to cell transformation and tumorigenesis. The Aurora kinase family is a collection of highly related serine-threonine kinases that are key regulators of mitosis; essential for accurate and equal segregation of genomic material from parent to daughter cells. Aurora kinases (AURK) show conservation of both structure and function throughout eukaryotic organisms, members of this family have been extensively studied in a range of different model organisms (1). In invertebrates, AURK are comprised of three family members: AURK-A, -B, and -C, with one or more highly conserved orthologs being found in the yeasts, flies, worms, and other invertebrates. Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells have a single Aurora gene, IPL1 (2). The Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans genomes encode one member in each of the AURK-A and -B classes (3). The homologs of AURK-A and -B have also been found in Xenopus (4). They have a COOH-terminal catalytic domain that is highly conserved within the family and an NH2 terminal domain that is variable among organisms (Fig. 1; ref. 5). AURK-A and -B share 71% identity in their C-terminal catalytic domain. The most conserved motif is the putative activation loop. At the amino terminal domain, three putative conserved Aurora boxes (A-box, A-boxII, and A-boxIII) can be identified. The functional significance of these boxes is not known. Despite significant sequence homology, the localization and functions of these kinases are largely distinct from one another. The high percentage of conservation is very important in relation to the specificity of substrates and inhibitors. The mean proportion of similar amino acids estimated by pair-wise sequence comparisons is significantly higher among different families of AURK-A, -B, and -C in vertebrates (0.84 ± 0.5) than within the same family (AURK-A or -B) in vertebrates and invertebrates species (0.69 ± 0.3 for both). This finding suggests a recent evolutionary radiation of Aurora families within vertebrates. Structural and motif-based comparison suggested an early divergence of AURKA from AURKB and AURKC.
Biology, Function, and Regulations of Aurora Kinases

Aurora Kinase A

The human AURKA gene (also known as Aurora-2/ BTAK/STK15) maps to chromosome 20q13.2, and is thus far, a more extensively studied member of the aurora kinase family. AURKA is ubiquitously expressed and regulates cell cycle events occurring from late S-phase through the M phase, including centrosome maturation, mitotic entry, centrosome separation, bipolar spindle assembly, chromosome alignment, cytokinesis, and mitotic exit (6–8). AURKA activity and protein levels both increase from late G2 through the M phase, with peak activity in pro-metaphase. The kinase activity of AURKA is tightly regulated throughout the cell cycle. It is activated through the phosphorylation of T288 (human sequence) on its activation loop. It can be inactivated through dephosphorylation of T288 by protein phosphatase 1 (PP1). Beyond phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, its activity is also regulated by its expression and degradation. AURKA binds to and phosphorylates LIM domain containing Ajuba protein during the G2 phase and results in autophosphorylation of AURKA in its activating loop (7). This phosphate group is removed by protein phosphatase 1 or 2A (PP1/2A), which renders AURKA inactive. A number of cofactors including microtubule-associated protein TPX2 and GTPase Ran are required for this switch to activation. Ran releases TPX2 from importins allowing TPX2 to bind to AURKA, targeting it to spindle microtubules at the pole. TPX2 activates AURKA activity by stimulating its autophosphorylation and by protecting it from the inhibitory action of PP1 (9). In the absence of TPX2 the AURKA activation segment is in an inactive conformation, with the crucial phosphothreonine exposed and accessible for deactivation. A recent report by Anderson and colleagues (10) reported that TPX2 binding has no effect on the turnover number of AURKA and does not change its reaction mechanism. The mode of binding between TPX2 and AURKA and the conformational changes that are induced in AURKA on binding, bear resemblance to the mode of intramolecular binding and activation of cAMP-dependent kinase. In vitro, activation of AURKA synergistically depends on (auto) phosphorylation within its activation segment (on threonine 288) and TPX2 binding, potentially in combination with microtubule binding.

Aurora Kinase B

Aurora kinase B (AURKB) maps to chromosome 17q13. It is a chromosomal passenger protein critical for accurate chromosomal segregation, cytokinesis (11) protein localization to the centrosome and kinetochore correct microtubule-kinetochore attachments, and regulation of the mitotic checkpoint. Inhibition of AURKB function results in an increase in ploidy phenotype. AURKB, mRNA and protein expression levels peak at G2/M phase, the maximum kinase activity is reached at transition during metaphase to the end of mitosis (12). AURKB is phosphorylated at multiple sites throughout the cell cycle in Xenopus (13); the upstream kinase that regulates AURKB has not been identified. AURKB functions in cooperation with its binding partners and substrates like inner centromere protein (INCENP), survivin, and borealin to ensure proper kinetochore-microtubule attachments. AURKB directly phosphorylates INCENP and this phosphorylation feeds back positively to potentiate its kinase activity in vitro (14). AURKB helps in proper chromosome bio-orientation; however, inhibition of AURKB overrides the checkpoints and drives cells through an aberrant mitosis. This phenomenon is different than inhibition of AURKA, which causes arrest in mitosis. Because of this feature, inhibitors of AURKB inhibitors have been referred to as mitotic drivers in a recent review (15). It has recently been shown that AURKB interacts with microtubule-destabilizing mitotic centrosome-associated kinesin (MCAK) to ensure proper chromosome bio-orientation (16). Some studies have reported roles of AURKB as phosphorylating histone H3 and in establishing microtubule-kinetochore associations (17).

Aurora Kinase C

Aurora kinase C (AURKC), the third member of the Aurora kinase family, is also a chromosomal passenger protein that colocalizes with AURKB and is expressed in the testis where it functions in spermatogenesis and regulation of cilia and flagella. AURKC has also been shown to contribute to tumorigenesis, but the role of AURKC is not yet properly associated. AURKB has also recently been reported to contribute to tumorigenesis, but the role of AURKC is not yet properly associated.

AURKB's Role in Tumor Development

AURKB gene amplification and/or overexpression is a frequent finding in several malignancies including breast, colon, pancreas, ovaries, bladder, liver, and gastric cancers (19–21). AURKB overexpression can occur because of gene amplification, transcriptional induction, or post-translational stabilization (22). Interest in AURKB intensified after a series of preclinical studies showed the oncogenic potential of AURKA activation resulting in the in vitro and in vivo transformation of rodent fibroblast cells and the formation of multipolar mitotic spindles inducing genome instability (23), establishing AURKA as a
bona fide oncogene (Fig. 2). AURKA overexpression has been reported to be significantly associated with a higher grade of tumor and a poor prognosis (24). Aneuploidy is a good marker of tumor progression and prognosis caused by chromosomal instability, the most frequent genomic damage that occurs during cancer development. In gastric carcinoma and in papillary thyroid carcinoma, aneuploidy is a marker of metastasis (25, 26), and in many malignancies aneuploidy is associated with a poor outcome (27). A correlation between AURKA overexpression and aneuploidy exists in gastric cancer; clinical samples with AURKA amplification and overexpression showed aneuploidy and poor prognosis (20).

AURKA plays an important role in centrosome maturation, and numerous centrosomal abnormalities are observed in AURKA-deficient cells. Centrosomal abnormalities have been reported to arise at early stages of tumor formation and to expand concomitant with tumor progression (28), a process in agreement with the AURKA overexpression profile pattern that increases from early to late stages of tumor. Although no direct link has been found between AURKA overexpression and centrosome abnormalities in cancer, AURKA overexpression, centrosome amplification, and aneuploidy are always associated. Centrosomal abnormalities lead to bipolar mitotic spindle defects, chromosomal segregation deficiency, and aneuploidy. Centrosomal aberrations are found in brain (29), breast (30), lung, colon, and prostate tumors (29). Furthermore, centosome aberrations lead to aneuploidy, suggesting that AURKA overexpression is responsible for centosome amplification, and thus, participates in tumorigenesis.

AURKA binds and phosphorylates the breast cancer-associated gene product, BRCA1, in vitro and in vivo to regulate its function (31). It is reported that ovarian and breast epithelial carcinomas play a role in the regulation of human telomerase reverse transcriptase mRNA levels through c-Myc (32). AURKA has also been reported to override the spindle checkpoint activated by paclitaxel (Taxol) and nocodazole (33). These defects might contribute to transformation.

AURKA interacts with the p53 pathway at multiple levels, suggesting that these proteins form part of an integrated functional network. AURKA interferes with p53 suppressor function by at least two mechanisms: it directly phosphorylates p53 at Ser315 facilitating MDM-2 mediated degradation of p53 in cancer cells (34), and it also phosphorylates p53 at Ser215 to inactivate its transcriptional activity (35). In addition to these two mechanisms, our work suggests regulation of p53 through AKT/MDM-2 axis in gastric cancer cells (36). We also reported that AURKA overexpression suppresses TAp73 in p53 deficient cancer cells (37). TAp73, a p53 family member, has significant homology with p53 and plays an essential role in apoptosis induced by cytotoxic agents (38). The tumor suppressor proteins p53 and p73 can activate genetic programs that halt cell proliferation transiently (G1 and G2 cell cycle arrest), permanently (senescence), or eliminate the cell altogether (apoptosis). Regulation of p53 and p73 by AURKA overexpression can lead to suppression of apoptosis in tumor cells. AKT is a major proproliferative serine-threonine kinase that promotes cell survival in a variety of cell types and prevents apoptosis induced by various apoptotic stimuli (39). We (36), and others (40), have reported that AURKA upregulates AKT phosphorylation at Ser473. We reported the regulation of GSK-3β and β-catenin (41) by AURKA overexpression in gastric cancer cells. A schematic overview of possible AURKA interactions are shown in Fig. 3.

AURKB

AURKB regulates kinetochore-microtubule attachment and ensures faithful chromosome segregation (42). It is overexpressed in various human tumors like breast, colorectal, kidney, lung, and prostate (43). An increased level of AURKB correlates with advanced stages of colorectal cancer (44). Its overexpression results in multinucleation and polyploidy in human cells (43); however, this phenotype is exacerbated in absence of p53 (45). It has also been reported that AURKB overexpression induces chromosomes lagging in metaphase, chromosome segregation error, and errors in cytokinesis, and thus, plays a role in carcinogenesis (46). AURKB does not transform cells alone but is reported to induce H-RAS-mediated transformation (47). AURKB overexpression is reported to correlate with the level of genomic instability within a tumor indicating that it contributes to the acquisition of genetic alterations critical for neoplastic transformation.

AURKC

AURKC is a chromosome messenger protein expressed in the testis and not in somatic cells. However, it is reported to be highly expressed in cancer cells such as HepG2, HuH7, MDA-MD-453, and HeLa cells (18). Very little information is available about the role of AURKC in tumors; further functional analysis is required to understand its role in molecular pathways in cancer.

Targeting Aurora Kinases

Aurora kinase family members generated great interest after their overexpression and amplification was reported in a number of tumors. Their overexpression and association with genetic instability in tumors have made them the focus of drug discovery. Due to their involvement in a wide range of cell cycle events (e.g., centrosome function, mitotic entry, kinetochore function, spindle assembly, chromosome segregation, microtubule dynamics, spindle checkpoint function, and cytokinesis), they attracted a lot of attention from pharmaceutical companies to develop potential inhibitors against them. The design, approach, and development of Aurora kinase inhibitors have been discussed in the review by Pollard and colleagues (48). A growing number of inhibitors of Aurora kinases have been developed, either at preclinical or clinical stages, like Hesperidin (11), ZM-447439 (49), VX-680 (50),...
MLN8054, and MLN8237 (Table 1; ref. 51). However, these drugs differ in specificities for different family members.

**AZD1152**

AZD1152 (AstraZeneca) is a novel acetanilide-substituted pyrazole-aminooquinazoline drug that is converted rapidly to the active drug AZD1152 hydroxy-QPA (AZD1152-HQPA) in human plasma (52). AZD1152-HQPA is a specific inhibitor of the enzymatic activity of Aurora kinases, with selectivity for AURKB (IC50 of 0.37 nM versus 1,368 nM for AURKB and AURKA, respectively; Table 1) and had even less activity against a panel of greater than 50 other serine-threonine and tyrosine kinases including FLT3, JAK2, and Abl (52). AZD1152-HQPA in vitro induces chromosome misalignment, prevents cell division, and consequently, reduces cell viability and induces apoptosis (52). AZD1152 blocks phosphorylation of histone H3 and increases the population of cells with 4N/8N DNA content (53). Preclinical efficacy of AZD1152 in human leukemia cells was also recently shown (53). It inhibited the proliferation of acute myeloid cell lines (HL-60, NB4, and MOML13), acute lymphocytic leukemia cell line (PALL-2), biphenotypic leukemia (MV4-11), acute eosinophilic leukemia (EOL-1), and the blast crisis of chronic myeloid leukemia K562 cells with an AC50 ranging from 3 nM to 40 nM, as measured by thymidine uptake on the day of culture. AZD1152 synergistically increased the antiproliferative effect of vincristine and daunorubicin (53). Recently, in a phase I clinical trial in solid tumor patients, AZD1152 was reported to be tolerated up to 300 mg when administered intravenously with significant disease stabilization reported in five of eight patients (54). AZD1152 was given as a weekly 2-hour infusion to patients with advanced pretreated solid tumors. Dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) was neutropenia with little nonhematologic toxicity. Despite the preclinical data suggesting a potent suppression of lymphocyte or platelet function by AZD1152, no lymphopenia or thrombocytopenia occurred because of exposure to the drug.

**VX-680**

VX-680 (Vertex/Merck) inhibits all three family members (K1's of 0.6, 18, and 4.6 nmol/L for AURK-A, -B, and -C, respectively; Table 1). VX-680 causes accumulation of cells with 4 N DNA content and inhibits the proliferation of a variety of tumor cells (50). VX-680 treatment results in cells with high levels of cyclin B1 and 4 N DNA content 8 to 12 hours after release from G1-S block, indicating that cells can enter mitosis. VX-680 induces the accumulation of cells arrested in a pseudo-G1 state with >4 N DNA content, the latter population representing cells that exit mitosis and subsequently proceed through S-phase in the absence of cell division (50). VX-680 caused endoreduplication in absence of p53 function that was accompanied by loss of viability (55). However, in the presence of p53 function suppression of endoreduplication correlated with the induction of p21Waf1/Cip1. Recently, VX-680 was shown to be effective against multiple myeloma, especially in patients with receptor for hyaluronan-mediated motility (RHAMM) overexpression (50). More interestingly, VX-680 showed potent anticancer activity in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) harboring imatinib-resistant T351I and dasatinib-resistant V299L BCR-ABL mutations (56). Recently, it was reported that VX-680 induced apoptosis preferentially in the leukemic blasts with high AURKA expression, but not in normal bone marrow mononuclear cells or AURKA low acute myeloid leukemia (AML) cells, suggesting a potential pharmacologic window for VX-680 therapeutic response in AURKA-high AMLs (57). Moreover, Huang and colleagues (57) reported reduction of phosphorylated AKT-1, activation of cellular caspases, and an increase in the BAX/BCL-2 ratio, a known favorable survival factor in AML, by VX-680 treatment and synergistic enhancement in the cytotoxic effect of VP16 with VX-680 in AML cells. VX-680 inhibits phosphorylation of histone H3 on Ser10, causing a marked reduction in tumor size in human AML (HL-60) xenograft model treated with 75 mg/kg twice a day for 13 days. In preclinical models, VX-680 blocked tumor xenograft growth and induced tumor regressions (50). In its first phase I clinical trial, VX-680 was given as a continuous intravenous infusion over several days to patients with previously treated solid tumors. The principal DLT was grade 3 neutropenia, accompanied by some nonspecific side effects, including; low-grade nausea and fatigue. Disease stabilization was observed in one patient with lung cancer and in one patient with
pancreatic cancer. This inhibitor entered in phase II clinical trial on patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia and Philadelphia chromosome-positive acute lymphocytic leukemia (Vertex Pharmaceuticals Reports 2007 Pipeline Progress). It has to be mentioned, however, that Merck has recently suspended the enrollment in clinical trials of the Aurora kinase inhibitor, VX-680, pending a full analysis of all safety data for the drug. The decision was based on preliminary safety data, in which a QTc prolongation was observed in one patient. Patients currently enrolled in these trials may continue to be treated with VX680 with additional monitoring for QTc prolongation.

MLN8054
MLN8054 (Millennium) is a recently discovered ATP-competitive Aurora Kinase family inhibitor; it is highly specific to AURKA but at a higher concentration can inactivate AURKB (Table 1). MLN8054 is >40 fold more selective for AURKA than AURKB, it does not degrade or downregulate AURKA but inhibits its phosphorylation (T288; ref. 51). MLN8054, at higher concentrations, inhibits histone H3 phosphorylation; an indication for AURKB inhibition. It induces abnormal mitotic spindles, G2/M accumulation, cell death through apoptosis, and phenotypes consistent with AURKA inhibition. Cells treated with MLN8054 develop an abnormal DNA content (58). These abnormalities with MLN8054 treatment become more pronounced with time. In contrast to various pan-Aurora kinases, MLN8054 is more AURKA specific due to its ability to inhibit T288 phosphorylation, increasing in the mitotic cells in vivo (51). We recently reported induction of TAp73 at protein level along with various pro-apoptotic genes, PUMA, NOXA and p21 by MLN8054 in different p53 deficient tumor cells. p53 deficient cells are resistant to chemotherapy. This observation whereby MLN8054 induced TAp73 could prove to be beneficial in targeting tumors lacking p53.

MLN8237
MLN8237 (Millennium) is a second-generation AURKA inhibitor and has recently entered phase I-II clinical trials (Table 1). It inhibits AURKA with an IC50 of 1 nM in biochemical assays and has 200 fold selectivity for AURKA over AURKB in cell assays. A broad screen of receptors and ion channels showed no significant cross-reactivity. The compound blocks the growth of multiple tumor cell lines with GI50 values as low as 16 nM. Growth inhibition is associated with mitotic spindle abnormalities, accumulation of cells in mitosis, polyploidy, and apoptosis. It is orally available and rapidly absorbed. At effective doses a transient inhibition of histone H3 phosphorylation is observed (consistent with AURKB inhibition being dominant) followed by marked elevation of histone H3 phosphorylation (consistent with AURKA inhibition being dominant). Maximum in vivo efficacy, in multiple xenografts, has been achieved with oral doses of 20 mg/kg given twice a day for 21 consecutive days, although other regimens are also effective. MLN8237 in combination Rituximab was found to reduce tumor burden in an additive and/or synergistic mechanism in multiple diffuse large B-cell lymphoma tumor models (59).

PHA-680632
PHA-680632 (Nerviano) is a potent inhibitor of Aurora kinase family members with IC50 of 27, 135, and 120 nmol/L for AURK-A, -B, and -C, respectively; and shows the strongest cross reactivity for FGFR1 (60). PHA-680632 is reported to have a potent antiproliferative activity in a wide range of cancer cell lines (60). PHA-680632 inhibits AURKA autophosphorylation at T288 and AURKB-mediated phosphorylation of histone H3 (60, 61) phenotypes, which are consistent with the inhibition of AURKA and AURKB. Inhibition of AURKA by PHA-680632 in p53−/− HCT116 cells followed by radiation treatment enhanced response in apoptosis (61). This additive effect of PHA-680632 and ionising...
radiation delayed tumor growth in xenografts model (61), inhibiting colony formation and induced polyploidy. PHA-680632 brought about additive interaction with radiation in terms of induced cell death in p53 non-functional cells. Such additivity may be beneficial in chemoradiotherapeutic combinations. PHA-680632 and radiotherapy might be used concomitantly or in close temporal proximity, potentially without acute or late healthy tissue complications.

**PHA-739358**

PHA-739358 (Nerviano) is more potent than its predecessor PHA-680632 and inhibits all three Aurora kinases, A, B, and C, with IC_{50} values of 13, 79, and 61 nmol/L, respectively (62). It has a high cross-reactivity for other kinases mutated or overexpressed in cancers like Ret, Trk-A, and ABL. It inhibits phosphorylation of AURKA on T288 and reduces histone H3 phosphorylation indicating AURKB inhibition (62). Recently, PHA-739358 has been reported to show strong antiproliferative action in CML cells and is effective against Imatinib-resistant BCR-ABL mutations including T315I (63), which could lead to its use as a therapeutic target for myeloid leukemia patients, especially those who developed resistance to Gleevec. PHA-739358 is currently being evaluated in a phase II clinical trial in CML, including patients with T315I mutation. PHA-739358 has significant antitumor activity in transgenic tumor models with a favorable preclinical safety profile; principal target organs of PHA-739358 are the hemolymphopoietic system, gastrointestinal tract, male reproductive organs, and kidneys. Renal effects, however, are only seen at high drug exposure.

**Hesperidin**

Hesperidin (Boehringer-Ingelheim) is specific for AURKB as indicated by the reduction of histone H3 phosphorylation and exhibiting the similar phenotype to AURKB knockdown (11). It has cross reactivity for six other kinases (AMPK, LCK, MKK1, MAPKAP-K1, CHK1, and PHK; ref. 11) and proved useful to understand the biology of AURKB function. Hesperidin impairs the localization of checkpoint proteins such as BUB1 and BUBR1 to kinetochore, and induces cytokinesis and polyploidy. Hesperidin was instrumental in understanding the role of AURKB in syntelic orientation of chromosomes and spindle assemble checkpoint.

**ZM447439**

ZM447439 (AstraZeneca) inhibits AURK-A and -B with IC_{50} values of 110 and 130 nM resulting in the reduction of phosphorylation of histone H3 (49). ZM447439 treatment causes defects in chromosome alignment, segregation, and cytokinesis; most likely by interfering with the spindle integrity checkpoint (64). Cells treated with ZM447439 pass through S-phase, fail to divide, and then enter a second S-phase because of failure in chromosome alignment and segregation. In p53-deficient cells ZM447439 enhanced endoreduplication, compared with p53-proficient cells, suggesting that p53-independent mechanisms may also affect ZM447439-induced tetraploidization. The effects mediated by ZM447439 (reduction in H3 phosphorylation, inhibition of kinetochore localization of BUB1, MAD2, and Cenp-E) are characteristic to AURKB inhibition rather than AURKA (49). ZM447439 treatment on xenopus eggs exhibited no detectable effects on frequency or amplitude of oscillations in CDC2, CDC25, and MAPK activities (64). ZM447439 induces apoptosis in a concentration- and time-dependent manner, following polyploidization. Moreover, apoptosis induced by inhibition of Aurora kinases occurs via the mitochondrial pathways, depending on both BAK and BAX. Apoptosis as a secondary event in response to Aurora kinase inhibitors, depends not only on polyploidization, but also on the intracellular apoptotic signaling of treated cells. Thus, therapeutic options that stimulate apoptosis may act synergistically with Aurora kinase inhibitors to potentiate their antitumoral effects.

**JNJ-770621**

JNJ-770621 (Johnson and Johnson) is a potent cell cycle inhibitor targeting cyclin dependent kinases (CDK) and Aurora kinases. JNJ-770621 has specificity for AURKA and AURKB in addition to CDK1, CDK2, CDK4, and CDK6 (65). The phenotypes exhibited by JNJ-770621 treatment are similar to AURKB inhibition; for example,
decrease in the phosphorylation of histone H3, compromised spindle checkpoint function, and endoreduplication. JNJ-770621 was reported to be a substrate of ATP-binding cassette transporter family member (ABCG2) in HeLa cells selected for resistance to JNJ-770621 (66). JNJ-770621 shows potent antiproliferative activity in cancer cells regardless of p53, retinoblastoma status, or P-glycoprotein expression level, and is several fold less potent at inhibiting normal cell growth. The principal effects of this compound on cells stem from its ability to delay transit through the cell cycle and induce a G2-M arrest.

**SU6668**

SU6668 (Pfizer) was basically characterized as an ATP-competitive inhibitor of PDGFR, VEGFR2, and FGFR1 RTKs *in vitro* (67); however, it has been recently shown to inhibit Aurora kinases (68). SU6668 inhibits AURKA and AURKB, as evidenced by destabilizing the microtubule organization and suppression in the phosphorylation of histone H3, respectively (68). SU6668 induces defects in centrosome organization, spindle assembly, and histone modification; and as a consequence, leads to an arrest in cell cycle progression (68). SU6668 was reported as an Aurora kinase inhibitor only in a single study, its development was discontinued in favor of a more potent inhibitor of VEGF receptors sunitinib, which makes its use unlikely on a clinical level.

**CCT129202**

CCT129202 is an ATP-competitive pan-Aurora kinase inhibitor inhibiting all three family members AURK-A, -B, and -C with IC₅₀ values as 0.042, 0.198, and 0.227, respectively. It does not affect protein levels of AURK-A and -B at IC₅₀, but at higher concentrations (>5 × IC₅₀). CCT129202 caused G2-M accumulation and induces formation of abnormal mitotic spindles with various degrees of chromosome alignment defects (69). The molecular mechanism of the action of CCT129202 is consistent with the inhibition of AURK-A and -B as evidenced by the reduction in the phosphorylation of histone H3 and p53 stabilization, respectively. CCT129202 has been reported to affect the p21/Rb/E2F pathway and downregulate thymidine kinase 1 (TK1; ref. 69). Antitumor activity has also been reported in human tumor xenografts. Taken into account that TK1 is required for 18F FLT uptake *in vivo* (70), Chan and colleagues (69) have effectively shown that 18F FLT positron emission tomography (PET) can be used to monitor the biological effects of CCT129202 *in vivo* and reported reduction in tumor 18F FLT retention using noninvasive PET imaging.

**AT9283**

AT9283 (Astrex Therapeutics), a multitargeted kinase inhibitor, inhibits several closely related tyrosine and serine-threonine kinases with an IC₅₀ of <10 nM including AURK-A and -B, JAK, and ABL. Exposure of solid

---

**Table 1. Aurora kinase inhibitors in clinical trials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhibitor</th>
<th>AURKA inhibition</th>
<th>AURKB inhibition</th>
<th>AURKC inhibition</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Clinical status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZD1152</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Astra Zeneca</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VX-680</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Vertex/Merck</td>
<td>Discontinued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLN8054</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Millennium</td>
<td>Discontinued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLN8237</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Millennium</td>
<td>Phase II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHA-680632</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Nerviano</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHA-739358</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Boehringer-Ingelheim</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesperidin</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Astra Zeneca</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZM447439</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Johnson &amp; Johnson</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNJ-770621</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>Discontinued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU6668</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Chroma Therapeutics Ltd.</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCT129202</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Astrex Therapeutics</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT9283</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>SuperGen</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS29</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Sunesis Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNS314</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Rigel Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R763</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>EntreMed</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENMD2076</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Exelixis</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL228</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>TransTech Pharma</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTP607</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF-03814735</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Cyclacel</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYC116</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tumor cell lines to AT9283 in vitro induces an “Aurora inhibitory” phenotype. Cell survival decreases with increased duration of exposure. A phase I dose escalation study has been reported using a 72-hour continuous intravenous infusion schedule repeated three times weekly according to a standard “3 + 3” design (71). Thirty-three patients with a median age of 61 (range 33 to 76 years) have been treated in this study. The maximum tolerated dose (MTD) was 9 mg/m²/day. Treatment was well tolerated and febrile neutropenia the only DLT. Other adverse events considered possibly related to AT9283 were reversible and included gastrointestinal disturbance and fatigue. Biological evidence of AURKB inhibition manifest as a reduction in histone H3 phosphorylation in skin biopsies during the infusion was observed at all dose levels (71). A plateau steady state plasma concentration of AT9283 was reported to be achieved within 24 hours of initiating drug infusion at all dose levels and exposure increased linearly with dose. Seven patients received an initial oral dose of AT9283 as an aqueous solution in a fasting state at a dose of 0.9 mg mg/m² 1 week before starting intravenous treatment. Interim pharmacokinetic analysis indicated that the median oral bioavailability was 27% (range 17 to 45%). The best response to treatment was a partial response in one patient with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC; ongoing). An additional four patients received at least six cycles of therapy (squamous cell carcinoma of the lung, adenocarcinoma of the esophagus, and colorectal carcinoma) with a best response of stable disease. The MTD of AT9283 when administered as a 72-hour continuous intravenous infusion was 9 mg/m²/day.

SNS314

SNS314 (Sunesis Pharmaceuticals) is a pan-Aurora inhibitor with good affinity against all three isoforms (IC50 for AURK-A, -B, and -C of 9, 31, and 3 nM, respectively; ref. 72) and has selectivity over the majority of kinases (199 out of 219 kinases had IC50 values greater than 1 μM). In keeping with other pan-Aurora inhibitors, SNS314 potently blocks proliferation in a diverse panel of human cancer cell lines (IC50 values in the range of 1.8 to 24 nM; ref. 72) and leads to accumulation of cells with >4 N DNA content. In xenograft models the compound blocks tumor growth at doses of 50 to 170 mg/kg administered intraperitoneally twice a week for 3 weeks. Apoptosis of tumor tissue along with inhibition of histone H3 phosphorylation (Ser10) in tumor, skin, and bone marrow is observed. SNS314 is currently being assessed in a dose-escalating phase I study in advanced solid tumors as an intravenous infusion given once a week for 3 weeks.

CYC116

CYC116 (Cyclacel) is a pan-Aurora kinase and VEGFR2 inhibitor (IC50 for AURK-A, -B, and -C of 44, 19, and 65 nM, respectively; ref. 73). It inhibits the spindle checkpoint and cytokinesis, resulting in polyploidy and induction of apoptosis (73). It has antitumor activity in various human solid tumors and leukemia xenograft models. CYC116 is presently in phase I clinical trial in advanced solid tumors and is orally bioavailable.

Concluding Remarks

The principal goal in the development of Aurora kinase inhibitors is to assess whether the administration of these small molecules to patients will yield a clinical benefit. For this reason, it is essential to answer several different questions, such as those about the effect of these inhibitors on other kinase proteins, the effect of the same drugs on the three different members of the Aurora kinase family, and the protein involved in Aurora kinase inhibition. For example, the interaction between Aurora kinase and p53 might select a patient for inclusion in the study according to the p53 status. On the other hand, recent studies indicate that AURKA inhibitors can activate p73-dependent apoptosis raising the possibility that these inhibitors may function irrespective of the p53 status. Furthermore, it will be important to identify a safe dose for target inhibition in humans, tumor types that most likely respond to these drugs, reversibility of the effect on normal cells, and the dependence on this dose and duration of exposure. Neutropenia being the primary dose-limiting phase I toxicity in several studies suggest that these agents have collateral antiproliferation toxicity on the bone marrow. Aurora kinase inhibitors induce polyploidy in normal mammary epithelial cell cultures (49), thus raising the issue of long-term clinical effects. Clinical tolerability has generally been good, however,
and no severe mucositis, peripheral neuropathy, diarrhea, or alopecia has been observed. Additional parameters include the toxicity effects observed in patients, effect of these drugs on disease-free and overall survival, and the effect of these drugs when used with other chemotherapy agents. These drugs may be particularly effective in combination with drugs that depend on the spindle checkpoint such as taxanes and others. However, the dose-limiting cytopenias seen with AURKA inhibitors so far mandate careful phase I studies to assess the safest combinations of these drugs with potentially less overlapping toxicity. One question for the future will therefore be: are there tumors that are exceptionally sensitive to such compounds, enabling delivery of minimally toxic doses that have significant antitumor effects? It is clear that we are entering a new era in antimitotic therapy with the identification and now clinical translation of new targets in mitosis beyond tubulin, but many questions remain with regard to Aurora function. The answers will be of great interest, not only to basic researchers but to clinicians and patients as well.

Both pharmaceutical companies as well as clinicians presently consider Aurora kinases “hot property.” Pharmaceutical companies are investing in the development of different inhibitors to target Aurora kinases. Correlation of AURKA with tumor progression, interaction with tumor suppressors such as p53, BRCA1, p73, GSK3B, and LATS2 is a clear indication of a real connection to oncogenesis. For a clinician, the fact that small molecule Aurora kinase inhibitors could be effective at killing cancer cells has shed more light on these kinases; however, it seems appropriate to voice a cautionary note about the overall efficacy of such inhibitors in cancer treatment. Although Aurora kinase inhibitors may trigger apoptosis in a proportion of cells and lead to the arrest of tumor growth in model systems, it is notable that these treatments induce a modest increase in the proportion of apoptotic cells. Nothing is known about how the inhibitors cause cell death (e.g., if it is the result of polyploidization), to what extent this happens in vivo, and whether the long-term outcome of their inhibition is favorable for maintaining long-term remission. At face value, inhibition of any kinase required for stable chromosome inheritance is dangerous because of a greater probability of genetic heterogeneity, hence the potential for tumor evolution. Undoubtedly, massive chromosome loss does, in the majority of cells, lead to cell death, but at what point does increased chromosome instability trigger cell death pathways? In addition, AURKB is required for cytokinesis. Its inhibition leads to polyploidization, a condition that may result in the survival of a severely aneuploid cancerous cell. Very little is understood of how this is sensed in the cell. There is no doubt that studies are required to ascertain the long-term effects of Aurora kinase inhibitors administration in a suitable model organism. Nevertheless, the frequent overexpression of Aurora kinases in solid tumors and their contribution to biological processes and signaling pathways, critical for cancer cells, highlight them as the rising stars in targeted therapy and the future of personalized therapy in cancer.
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